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The moment when communists stand up and remind their history to themselves has come. This book is addressed to any individual that is able to think critically and without bias, but in particular, to communists, hit by decades of media and political campaigns. A smear campaign, able to convince communists to blame themselves, erasing in some case their own identity, abandoned, rejected, hidden or transformed in a more “conformed” and acceptable ideology for the bourgeoisie, regressing to a level that Marx and Engels would have described as “utopian socialism”.

This is unacceptable, but it did not happen either without reasonable explanations, or by fate. A scientific and systemic project aimed at the dismantlement of communists’ cultural and political action, the only able to really scare capitalism and the power of the ruling class in the last two centuries. The fall of the Berlin wall and the dissolution of the Soviet Union were the events that regressed sensibly the awareness in the public that another world is not only possible, but it has already existed. This world could have operated better than the world we live in, and it could represent the only effective way to develop the humanity as a whole. Someone will claim that this is false, that history has already denied the option to build an alternative system to capitalism. The first volume (the first 12 chapters) is meant to demonstrate that an alternative system is possible, focusing on the events that lead from the Russian revolution to the dissolution of the Soviet Union, with some detailed study on the women’s rights, on the role of the Church and religions and on the principal characters of the revolution: Lenin, Trockij and Stalin.

Who expects a hagiographic history will be deluded, because mistakes and violence have been committed without any doubt, but not in the way described by the media for decades. This book is not only a detailed description of the internal affairs of the USSR. We did accomplish a “Political History of the Real Socialism”, of which the USSR is just one of the elements, but still the most relevant. This work is not aimed at a detailed description of every single detail, as it has already been done, sometimes with imprecision and bias. It is meant to provide a correct interpretation of the events, explaining the “why”, helping the readers to understand some of the events that have been forgotten, or presenting correctly some events that have been distorted and re-elaborated because of the political deformation carried out by colluded historians.

Why is the history of the USSR just an element? Because, this book aims at an assessment, not only of the USSR, but of all the socialist regimes (we use the term “regime” in the Marxist definition, defining as a regime all sorts of “State”, the necessary superstructure for the domination of a class over another), or democratic ones guided by communist parties, that are the consequence of the effects and the consolidation of the Russian revolution. In order to achieve this objective, the narration has been widened on a global scale, because the October revolution has spread its effects all over the globe. The average reader has already acquired a satisfactorily knowledge of the European history, especially the part
following the second world war. The book has overlooked the “official” history of the Western Europe, except for the Italian scenario, to which wide consideration has been dedicated for obvious reasons, including a chapter describing its Republican history. The point of view of this work is completely anti-Eurocentric: for too long the so-called “Third world” has been ignored, as well as the imperialist crimes committed in that countries not only during the colonialist era but lasting over the decolonisation till nowadays. The need to rediscover our past has led to the elaboration of the history of imperialism and destabilisation in the 20th century. This is the essence of the chapters dedicated to Asia, Africa and Latin America, not stories regarding single states, but events that demonstrated the continuity of the imperialist agenda all over the globe. This is introduced by two chapters dedicated to the US internal and foreign policies, as it is necessary to show what was and is the principal adversary of the working class across the world. Finally, a wide analysis of the main historic examples of socialist and progressive countries is presented, with chapters dedicated to Cuba, to China and to the Popular and Democratic Republics of Eastern Europe. Chapter 22 focuses on the theme of cultural hegemony, which is a tribute to the intellectuals and artists who dedicated their lives to social progress. Chapter 23 is probably the most ambitious part of this book: It is an attempt to adapt the Gramscian research to the modern days, in order to understand how several Imperialistic techniques were and are used in order to retain cultural hegemony, i.e. how the ruling class was able to erase and rewrite contemporary history with the intention to discredit socialist regimes in a semi-totalitarian fashion. Chapter 24, which is the final chapter, attempts to judge all these different socialist experiences, using what was presented and demonstrates in the previous chapters, and to underline the problems left unresolved in the Marxist-Leninist movement.

This work is a collection of sources: direct sources, indirect sources, historical analysis and political comments. Although, the parts written in first person by the main author are not many, this book integrates together with the views of external contributors who are acknowledged in the book. What is then the meaning behind this work? The meaning is the observation that historical research has been developed throughout the years, without being followed by the public debate. There are several explanations, which are all analysed in this book. Yet, it is evident that in the modern days, which are characterised by a continuous exposition of informations and data, certain authors, topics and books are not debated enough in the media and during the education years. The widespread crisis of Communist organizations in the western countries further jeopardises the transmissions of certain notions and ideas. Paradoxically, we live in an era dominated by mass media and social networks, which lacks a strong political centre able to collect the critiques towards the capitalistic system. We are risking losing this historical memory together with its important documents. There are countless examples of social media pages and blogs which hosted articles and essays, which were closed due to lack of funds. As a matter of fact, many of the web pages used to write this book are not active today.

The risk of falling into a new Medieval age is an historic problem which lies in the

---

1 It is true that there are websites that periodically save and allow you to retrieve the contents published on the main websites, but here we talk about the availableness to average users, not for specialists.
dispersion and volatility of the communist organizations: the works produced and printed by the workers' movement during the 20th Century risk to be systematically erased by the ruling class e.g. the books against capitalism published in Italy between the 1960 and the 1970. Today the only documents left are rare prints done by some small publishers. Indeed, there are many works which are now out of business, which are only available on online platforms, sold as second-hand books, or in local public libraries. When a book stops to be published, it disappears from the public debate and its own existence is erased from people’s minds. “If it is not printed, then it has no value”. This is a common reasoning in the western world today: if you are not in the market, then you do not exist. Yet, this is not the case, and many times the reason why a book is not printed has some political connotation, as explained in this work.

In this book some of the most recent discoveries in the historic literature are presented, even if they were often unknown and opposed for political reasons. Some “disappeared” texts, authors and news were rediscovered, in some cases parts of the texts were filled thanks to the effort of many collaborators.

We felt like the amanuensis scribes that during the High Middle Age were safeguarding the Western culture transcribing texts from papyruses to manuscripts. With the substantial difference that in that specific case it was done removing systematically from preservation all those authors uncomfortable for the Church (such as materialists, agnostics, atheists, heretics, hedonistics, etc.), while in our case it is not only a matter of safeguarding the historical memory, but also to work for the public diffusion of such materials, which has been stopped by the left-wing organizations over the last decades. That is the reason why this work has been uploaded for free on the internet to guarantee the maximum diffusion possible. Nowadays the internet, with its own characteristics of gratuitousness and extensiveness, remains in fact a fundamental shelter to the totalitarian derivations that hit constantly the western society in the triumph of the “liberal” regimes. It is not a case that many countries are trying to limit the internet access to the people, or at least trying to control the contents that are circulating. Precisely during the days in which I am concluding this work, some political areas, known for their servility towards the US, have launched the “fake news” alarm, preparing the public opinion to an eventual necessity of a government intervention in the web regulation. The fact that fake news exists, it is without a doubt real, but a serious critical analysis of newspapers and newscasts would be sufficient to understand that the problem is not only on the internet, which is actually just a medium that gives quite often an answer to some doubts, retracting “official truths” through a platform that, if adequately used, can open everybody’s eyes.

To overcome the risk of lacking professionalism, in the present work a scientific method has been followed: each paragraph presents its sources in the footnotes. For the sources taken from the internet, the relevant links have been inserted in the footnotes, so that the reader can promptly check the sources and their reliability. An additional caution: it is possible that, especially for the more marginal issues, small mistakes can be found, such as unreliable sources for example. The first reason of this is the decision to publish the work in 2017, the centenary of the October Revolution. This project has been the product of the
work of roughly twenty volunteers. Behind this project, there is not a publisher that would have already undertaken a review and a graphical arrangement of the work done. I hope therefore that the reader will be lenient and that he will appreciate the fact that a new generation made of twenty and thirty years old people raised completely in the post-modern world, in the triumph of the free market, has accomplished this work totally for free for the love of truth and for political militancy. The small inaccuracies that can be found are less important than the urgency of the necessity to bring these contents over the most extended public possible, trying to build a sentimental connection that makes a wide use of images and photos.

The work is compounded of two volumes, 24 chapters, for a total of 2500 pages. 20 pages of index. 80 pages of only bibliography. It is possible to download this work in Italian for free on the website [http://intellettualecollettivo.it/](http://intellettualecollettivo.it/), which as a matter of fact is an encyclopaedic volume on the modern history and on the fundamental matters of real socialism. Below is the structure of the macro-chapters, that will be published shortly, extensively re-elaborated, with the publishing company “La Città del Sole” in ten volumes used to make the series “History of Socialism and of the Class Struggle”\(^2\). Given the international significance of the treated subject, it is assumed that this work can be useful if it is available to the working class of other countries. This English abstract, realized through the effort of volunteers\(^3\) directly supervised by the main author, is an invitation to all the communist and progressive organizations in the world to contact me (info@intellettualecollettivo.it) to organize, with the cooperation of local publishers, translations of the book, or of some parts of it considering its significance for each different background. The objective is a progressive diffusion of this work, that accounts for the most serious, documented and detailed answer to the notorious “The black book of Communism”, within the most used and important transmissive languages: English, French, Spanish, Chinese, Arabic, Russian, etc. We either save of all of us together, or nobody does.

Alessandro Pascale
30/10/2018


\(^3\) My thanks for this work are for the translation made by Fabio Fonseca Kevorkian and a universitarian student who prefers to remain anonymous, and for the revisal of Altai Garin.
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